The bright part

The path leads us from the woods across the field past the
farm “pr’ Zazk ‘” along the cart track and the road up to the
crossroads in the centre of the village Hudo, from there
onto the local road to the village Brezje pri Tržiču (St. Neža).
The third section of the route - length 2.90 km

The sad part

At the crossroads the path turns left past the branch for Popovo, then goes through Vadiče and beyond to the village Leše.
The fourth section of the route - length 2.20 km

The glorious part

At the bottom of the village Leše the path turns left and follows the
road through to the local road Peračica, which then connects at the
crossing to the already walked part of the path.
The fifth section of the route - length 2.75 km.
The path then leads us back to the Basilica of Mary Help of Christians at Brezje. The sixth section of the route - length 1.25 km.
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Explore the hidden corners
of our countryside

The trail is marked and equipped with denoted pillars, benches,
toilets and two drinking pots (drinking water). The sign-in book
is located at the following address; Hudo 12 (Alenka Vidmar,
tel.: 041 754 166) at the chapel at Brezje in Tržič 42 (family Ovsenek,
tel.: 031652557, 051652557) – Pr’ Matičk, where two info spots are.

www.roznovenskapot.si
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The Beloved Slovenian house
is situated in the middle of quiet lawns!
Do you still respectfully keep your most
precious treasure?

The Rosary Path

DESCRIPTION AND LENGTH OF THE ROSARY PATH
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Path length is 12.20 km, the first section of the route (from
Brezje to the turning for Peračica) is walked twice. counted
twice. The trail begins in front of the basilica at Brezje and runs
east through the village Brezje along the local road towards
Peračica. It ends again at Brezje.
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The glorious part

The path follows the local road from Basilica of Mary Help of
Christians to a crossing leading to Peračica.
The first section of the route - length 1.25 km.
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The introductory part

It begins at the crossing leading to Peračica. It runs along the
local road towards homestead “pr’ Janežč” and then branches
off to the right on a forest road towards the stream Strašnik and
continues through the woods to The Hudo field.
The second section of the route – length 1.85 km
https://maps.google.si/

Legend:

The path is in the shape of the Rosary.

Information desk
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The directions from the Basilica of Mary Our Help at Brezje to the church of St. Neža at Brezje pri Tržiču and from
the church of St. Janez Krstnik at Kovor to the church of St. Jakob at Leše are represented by a cross. On it is a
rosary and because of this the content of this route invites you to think about the Secrets of the Holy Rosary.
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The circular route takes us along the old pilgrim routes in the largely uninhabited territory of two municipalities
(Tržič and Radovljica), three parishes (Brezje, Kovor and Leše) and at the same time also four local communities
(Mošnje, Kovor, Brezje pri Tržiču and Leše). On these routes people made pilgrimages to Mary Our Help at Brezje.

The content is consistent with the configuration of the terrain, the natural distribution of the areas of forests,
meadows and fields, and most notably includes the content of the special natural treasure – the Peračica creek
and its tributaries, which also constitutes the most beautiful natural orientation in the area.

